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,3- .to afford a ?rm grip for all the ?ngers'of the. . 
" bend» end-may. 
throwing the ba ,’ 
surface, so as, to, hold the ballclose .to/ the 

JOHN w.v Hanna‘, ‘or nnwnnn, new u‘?mism_ ' 

‘To ‘all it'vmay concern : . 
; :Beit known that I, JOHN WL HrArr, ‘a 

~ {eitizenof the United States, residing at'724, 
Ridgestreeh'Newark, county of Essex, and‘, 
State of’ New Jersey, have inventedcertainf 
new and useful Improvements inBowli-ng~ 
‘Balls with Self-Containedi;Handles,; fully 

_ ‘described and representedin the ‘following, 
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‘forming, a part. of the same. - , -: 
.. , __Speei?oation and, vthe ‘accompanying draw 

10 111%, _ , _ u t he object of the present invention ISitO 
furnish a bowling ball with a handle which; 
maybe drawn outward from. théisuri‘ace of: 
the ball to use in throwin the same,‘ and‘ 
which handle may have suc proportions as 

1per'nrhit the ?ngers ‘when 
. to . penetrate‘ within its 

.IWhen inserting the. ?ngers in theord1~ 

.hel “close "to the hand and can be guided? 
and thrown with certainty; but with handles. 
which; afford a grip wholly external ‘to the, 1 
surface ofthe ball, the ball hangs upon the% 
hand “in, an unnatural position and cannot‘ 
be guided and thrown with the same .cer 
.tainty.-_ ' 

constructed so as to permit the ?ngers of the; 
‘ hand. toenter a doorway in the side of the; 

~35 

ball, and thus to hold the ball?close to the 
palmofthe hand. ‘ 

Thev' vention is especiallyap-plicableto 
~.- va hollow; ball having a spherlcal'metallic 

shell, within which‘ the ?xtures‘, may readily I 
be arranged for supporting and operatinga : . 

' door ‘for the handle in the desired manner. 
40 the Present invention, the dderl-is?ited'i 
I, toen'bblongdoorway in the surface (ifgthe 

45 . 
rolling upon the bowling alley, andfhas. a 

the balL. , 

-y.door-.piec_e;or.-door to close. the doorway‘ in 
the ‘surface ofthe. ball, and when such door- . 

' ' Ipiece_._.is- drawn outwardly to grasp the 
handle,lit permit-s all the ?ngers of the hand 

¢~ to. .beinserted‘at one edge of the doorway 

55 

and. applied to a hand-piece which is ?xed 
to the .do0r+ iece, and is especially ?tted to 
receive all t e bowler’s ?ngers-and thus se- . 
curely sustain theweight of the ball. 
The door-piece must be movable. laterally _ 

.ball,;witdeas the handof user,-and has ~=$Pherical~exterior to match the surface vvof : 

'rh' andle‘ igdrawn within" the tartan? 

Application an October a4, 1913. ,seriai in. 757,621., 

I the weight - o 

] nowmnesnnnn :wrrn snnr-ieonrnmnnnnnnnn - ' 

- "i Speci?cation 0t Ilettei'sfetent. j ' dP’awdmnttedl sept, 22, 1914., 

' to permit the ,insertion of the ers at onev 
edge of the doorway, and the hand-piece 
which remains within the surface ofthe ball 
,isthus crowded laterally so aspto contact 
with such inner surface, if desired, and hang 

the {ball directly upon the 
hand-piece.v ' V p >. ». 

.- A spring is provided to retractv the handle, 
and a latch tohlock it in plaee'when drawn 

- inwardly, and two or more edges of thefdoor 
way are beveled and the edge of the door 
constructed to overlap such bevels, and thus 
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sustain the door ?rmly vupon the ball‘when . 
thrown upon the?oor of the alley.__ v g 
.. If desired, lugs may be extended inwardly 
from the ends ofthe hand-piece to engage 
inclined- guide-rodswi-thin theball, soithat 
when the handle is drawn outwardly from 
the ball- itis automaticall- "moved in a lat 
eral direction, so as to a ord the space for 

‘the. handle are not essential to: the 
myentm?: , ~~. v p _ 

__.-’ll‘h invention will be understood by reiter 
ence to thea‘nnexed drawing, in which-H. -'~ 
- Figure 1 is a plan; of. the ‘(ball looking 
toward the door’; Fig. 2 isa. verticalsection 
on thecenter line .of Fig. 1, showingonly; the 

_ ' _ , ,1. __l.l... ; = means, for“ sustaining'the door ‘when the 
In the present invention, .the . handle 1sj ball-is in. use;v Fig, 3? is, a section‘onzline 

‘in Fig, 1; Fig. .ét-is a- sectionyon line 
Figégand Fig. -5 is a view showing 

one side 0 the handle exhibiting-the hand 
1 piece, which. sustains the ball when throw 
ing the same: ~-Fig. 6 is a section .on line 

in Fig. l,;with the ?ngersapp'lied-to 
thehandle @5131 '.f. ; J . 
The ball visishownrwith,metallic shell a 

having‘v'a coating’ b'of suitable composition, 
as hard. rubber, or‘ other- substance capable 
of being molded, in a plastic state upon the 
exterior of the'shell. } The ‘shell is formed in 
onefsidetwvith an oblong , doorway having 
ends c-and edges d, d’, andv adoor ‘e ?tted 
to moveinto and out of such doorway’, with 
spherical exterior to complete the surface 
of the ball.. ' - - " - ' 

To ‘set the surface of the door flush with 
the ball and to sustain any vblows to which 
the door may be subjected when the ball is 
in use, beveled shoulders 0’ are formed upon 
the-ends of the door, and the endsc of the 
doorway are correspondingly beveled, thus 
supporting the door rigidly when the ball is 
m use. ' 
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t v _ _ v V the insertion of thehand; butisuch means of nar. {?nger-holes in the ball, the ball is 
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A shank-plate. f is extended inwardly from V 
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one “edgeof the door, and a hand-fpiece in 
the form of a ?ange g is projected 1' 
plate upon the same side as the'door, and 
formed with hollows-or notches g’ adapted 
to receive the ?ngers of the hand. The 
plate f terms! ajshank upon the door-piece to 
move'the hand-piece outward when required. 
At ‘the opposite ends of the hand-piece, 

lugs k are extended inwardly and formed 
with slotted sockets‘ h’ adapted to slide vupon 
'guideerods z‘, which‘are held-‘at an angle to 
*th‘e‘surfa‘ce of the-ball at the-doorway, ‘by 
vshanks j threadedli'nto bosses-k withinthe 
ball at one side of the doorway._ , ' -' " 

T'The guide-rods slope across the ‘doorway 
between the opposite sides‘of the ball, and 
their inclination is such that ' when the 
sockets k’ slide upon the guide-rods it moves 
the doorway oblilpxiely, from one side of the 
doorway toward t e opposite side; the slots 
7;’ inr'the sockets permitting the door and 
hand-piece to be‘ pulled outwardly until the 
door can be moved‘ laterally. _ I - < 

- vA ?nger-hole p1 is made in the shell adja 
_ cent to the edgel'olof the ‘doorway, and a 
latch-piece 1" is hinged at its upper end by a 
screwig', in the side of the ?nger-hole, and 
pressed normally toward- the plate 7’ by a 
spring 9-. ‘ " I ‘ ' 

a A notch s is formed in the plate f, with 
which the end-of the spring-latch q'engages 
automatically when the handle is retracted 
into the ball, and the door is ‘thus held 
?rmly ?ush with the surface of the ball 
'when rolling upon the alley. 

‘To vdraw the handle ‘from the ball, a pocket 
fz-is'pro'vided in the plate f‘just below the 
door-piece, adjacent to the ?nger-hole p;‘- so 
that a ?nger of one hand can be‘ inserted in 
‘the ?nger-hole and operate ?rst‘, to push the 
latch from the notch-s‘, and se'cond,to engage 
thepocket ‘ 2 to lift the door-andjmoveqit 
laterally su cient to insert the ?ngers of the 
hand beneath vthe‘hand-pi‘ece- and‘ pull the 
handle outward. ' As the hand-piece remains 
in the shell of the ball, the ?ngers also‘lie 
directly‘withinthe shell, as" shown in Fig. 6, 
and the ball‘ is thus gripped-as ‘closely by 
the‘handlas if the'?ngers were inserted ;in 
the ordinary, ?nger-sockets.‘ 

The doorway is vso ‘proportioned in prac 
tice, as well as thespace between the lugs h, 

' that all four ?ngers of ‘onehand may be in; 
sorted" through one side of the doorway and 
extended beneath the hand-piece to--lie in 
the notches f’ while supporting the-ball. ' ~‘ 
1 '-The hand-piece is kept from rocking or 
tipping _during the throwing operation, by 
the long slotted lugs h whichvare formed 
with shoulders‘ k2 to contact with the ends of 
‘the bosses 70 at the same time that the plate f 
contacts with the edge of the doorway, and 
the handle’ is thus held ?rmly during the 
throwing operation; such contact forming 
Stops for ‘the handle at two diiferent‘pointsl b 

om vthe . 

. ’ 1,111,023 v _ 

within the ball so as to steady it securely 
u on: the handle, »;_ . v - . 

' ’hille throwing the ball, its weight may 
rest wholly’upon'thejhand-piece, where con 
tacting with the inner side of the shell, as in’ 
Fig, 6 ;>or_:be sustained by the'guide-rods and 
stops formed by the plate f and the socket 
shoulders‘?? "5 ‘ , ' 

The handle is normally retracted by 
springs Z attached at one end ‘to the sockets 
J0’, and provided at- the opposite end with 
hook m adapted to be pulled through a hole 
n in ‘the periphery of the ball, and to hook 
over a bridge 'n,’ adj acent'such hole. 
'To further sustain any'blows that the door 

vmay be subjected to when the ball‘is in use, 
a bracket 0 ‘is projected from the interior of 
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the ball beneath the hand-piece'and ?tted ' ‘ 
to contact with the-same“, as shown in Fig. 2, 
when the handle ‘is retracted; 4 
‘A dowel 0’ may be projected from: the 

bracket, to engage a hole u in the hand-piece, 
to center the same when'retracted.- ' 

85 

It will be understood from ‘the‘above de-> -' 
scription, that the handle comprises a door ,e 
connected with an inner handpiece 9,, and 
adapted to move obliquely as it is pulled out 
of the ball, so‘as'to permit the insertion of 
the ?ngers at one side of the doorway "to 
engage them ‘with .the under side‘, of the 
hand-piece, so that the ball hangs directly 
‘upon the hand while throwingv it. The ob 
lique movement is permitted by_ the s ace 
between ‘thddoor-p'iece and the" hand-piece, 
at one side of the shank or plate f: . 
The hand-piece g'lies just within the shell 

when adjusted for use, and the hand of the 
operator thus extends partly within the shell 
in gripping the hand-piece, the ?ngers be- ' 
ing held ?rmly in the'notches g’ in the/hand‘ 
pieceby the application of the thumb to the 
outer side of the door, as'shown- in Fig; 6. ‘ 

I The door operates not only to-close the 

tion “of'the surface and thus resists concush 
iions'as effectively as the body itself‘ of the 
a11.~--"‘ " ‘ 

Thef?nge'r-hole p which‘ is 'provided'for 
the f?nger'to release the latch 1- for ‘drawing 
~out-"thehandle, ‘does not impair the surface 
of'the ball any more than the ?nger-holes 
which are often used ‘in such balls for the 
insertion of the thumb and. ?nger, and is 
‘not in practice any detriment to the opera 
tion'of the ball. . v . 

' The bracket 0 is formed,'upon" the‘ side 
adjacent to the vplate f, with a'surface 02, 
parallel to the plate f when the handle-is 
retracted, and as the spring in retracting 
the’ handle draws it toward such surface, 
the'plate serves as an e?icient guide to-the 
movement of the handle as it enters thepball, 
and brings the door positively into its'work 
hag! position to close the doorway i_n__the 
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opening in theball, but, forms a rigid por- - 
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This” invention a?ords a means of sup 
porting the ball upon all‘the ?ngers of the 
hand, and thus enables many persons to 
enjoy bowling who have not the strength 
in their thumb and ?nger to hold and throw 
a standard ball. _ ' 

By this invention, women and persons of 
sedentary habits may be enabled with per— 
feet ease to support the ball, by the use of 
the entire hand. In the present invention, 
this is accomplished Without impairing the 
rolling surface of the ball, as the handle 
is combined with a door which wholly closes 
the aperture through which the ?ngers are 
inserted. 
Having thus set forth the nature of the 

invention what is claimed herein is: 
1. A bowling ball having a spherical me 

tallic shell with a doorway in one side and 
a handle comprising a door?tted to the 
doorway and having a hand-piece attached] 
thereto, the ball having means to guide the 
hand-piece when moved outwardly and lat-' 
erally to admit the bowler’s ?ngers, such 
means guiding the inner side of the hand 
piece to contact with one edge of the door 
Wa . ’ - ' 

23.7 A bowling ball having a spherical me 
tallic shell with a doorway in one side and 
a ?nger-hole at one edge of the doorway, a 
handle comprising a door ?tted to the door-' 
way and having a hand-piece attached to its 
inner side,~and a pocket, in the handle ad' 
jacent to the door, in line with the ?nger 
hole, the ball having means to guide the 
hand-piece when moved outwardly and lat 
erally to' admit the bowler’s ?ngers at one 
edge of the doorway, a spring for retract 
ing the handle, and‘ a spring-latch in the 
?nger-hole arranged to engage the shank of‘ 
the door, and to yield when the ?nger is in-, 
serted in the ?nger-hole to engage the pocket 

, and draw the handle ‘outwardly. 
3. A bowling ball having a_ spherical me 

tallic shell with a doorway in one side, a_ 
handle having a door ?tted to moveinto and 

V out of such doorway and having lugs pro 
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jected within the shell, inclined guide-rods 
within the shell extended through the lugs 
‘and causing the handle to move obliquely 
from the doorway when drawn outward, and 
a spring for normally drawing the door into 
the doorway. ‘ 

4C. A bowling ball having a spherical metal 
lic shell with a doorway in one side, a handle 
having a door ?tted to "move into and out of 
such doorway and having lugs vprojected 
within the shell, inclined guide-rods within 
the shell extended through the lugs and 
causing the door to move obliquely from the 
doorway when drawn outward, a spring for 
drawing the door into the doorway vwhen 
the ball is thrown, and means for locking the 
door in the doorway when thus retracted. 

5. A bowling ball ‘having a spherical metal 

'a door ?tted to: move 

. a spring-latch within 

lic shell with an oblong doorway in one side, 
into and out of such 

doorway and having lugs projected within 
the shell ' 

guide-rods within the shell extended through 
the lugs and causing' the door to move 
obliquely from the doorway when drawn out 
ward, a stop upon the handle'to bear upon 
one edge of the doorway when the door'is 
drawn out, and a corresponding stop for the 
lugs upon the guide-rod, whereby the hand 
piece 
throwing the same. . ._ e 

6. A bowling ball having a spherical metal 
lic shell with an oblong doorway-in one side, 
a door ?tted to move into and out of such 
doorway 
the'shell'and carrying a hand-piece, ‘inclined 
guide-rods within the shell extended through 
.-the_,lug”s,‘therlugs being slotted to, 
movement of the door outward fromithe 

permit 

doorway, astop-lupon the handle to ‘bear 
upon one edge of the 

and carrying a hand-piece, inclined ' 
-70 
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is supported ?rmly upon the'ball when. i 
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and having lugs. projected within ' 
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doorway when the ' 
door is drawn out,‘ and a corresponding stop, 7 ' 
for the lugs, upon the guide-rod. 

7. A bowling ball having a spherical metal 
lic shell with a- doorway in one side, and a 
?nger-hole at one edge of the same, a handle 
having a-door?tted to 
such doorwayand havin a shank and lugs 
projected within the shegll, inclined guide; 
rods within the shell extended through the 
lugs and causing the door to move obliquely 
from the doorway when drawn outward, a 
spring for nominally retracting the handle, 

the ?nger-hole adapted 
to‘ engage the handle and lock it in the 
doorway, and to yield when the ?nger is in 
serted in the ?nger-hole and thus release the ' 
handle for extraction by'the ?ngers. 

8, In a bowling ball, the combination, with 
a spherical shell having an oblong doorway 
in one side, of a door having spherical ex 
terior movable into and out of such ‘doorway 
and having at its opposite ends lugs extend 

move into and out of ' 
95 
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ed within the shell and provided with in-_. 
clined sockets, ahand-piece between the lugs 
to be engaged by the ?ngers, inclined 
rods ?xed within the ball, and ?ttted to the 
lugs, and a spring for drawing the door nor 
mally into the doorway. 

guide‘ ' 

115 , 

9. In a bowling ball, the combination, with‘ ' 
a hollow shell having anoblong doorway for 
the passage of a handle and a ?nger-hole at 
one edge of the doorway for reaching the 
under side of the door to draw the handle 
outwardly, of an internal guide-rod for guid 
ing the handle, a handle having door with 
sphericalexterior ?tted .to such doorway, a 
shank-plate extending inwardly therefrom 
with a hand-piece at its- inner edge to en 
age the ?ngers, lugs extended inwardly 

?rom thet hand-piece with inclined sockets 
upon their ends ?tted movably to the guide 
rod, and a spring for retracting the handle.‘ 
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10. In a bowling ball, the combination,‘ 
‘ . with a hollow shell having an oblong door 

way for the passage of a handle and two in 
clined guide-rods within the ball for guid 
ing'the handle, of a handle having door with 
spherical exterior v?tted to such doorway, a 
vshank-plate extending inwardly therefrom 

' with a hand-piece at 1ts inner edge to form a 
hand-hold, lugs-extended inwardly from’ the _ 
hand-piece with inclined slotted sockets upon 
their ends, and the hand-piece ,shaped to 
contact with the interior of the shell when 
the handle is drawn outward, thus sustains 
ing the ball upon the hand-piece while 
throwing it._ - ' 

11. In a bowling ball, the combination, \ 
with a spherical shell having an oblong door 
way and ' a ‘door having spherical exterior 

1,1 1 1,023 

and movable into and out of such doorway, 
of a hand-piece,.and a shank connecting the 
same to the door, and having at its opposite 
ends lugs extended within the shell, inclined 

20 

guide-rods within the ball, ‘inclined sockets . 
upon the lugs ?tted to such guide-rods, and 
a bracket ?xed within the shell to‘ engage'the 
hand-piece when the surface of the door is 
flush with the surface-of the ball, and adapt 
ed to resist the blows or concussions that 
may fall upon the exterior of the door.v 

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 
my hand in the presence of two subscribing 
witnesses. - 

' JOHN W- HYATT. 

Witnesses: ~ I 

L. LEE, 
THOMAS S. CRANE. ' 
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